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Project relay

- Way of working allowing learners to practice application of knowledge and skills

- Basic principle
  - assignment is divided into consecutive steps
  - assignment is conducted in relay form
    - learners conduct steps of an assignment building on work of an anonymous predecessor
    - learner reviews and appraises work of predecessor

PRESTO
Experience to date

• TUD campus education since 2013
  • >15 relays with >200 learners each
• Project implementing relay in MOOCs funded by SURF
  • currently small scale pilot
  • scale up in fall

• Applicable to courses
  • with open-ended assignments
  • that can be conducted in a stepwise manner
PrESTO introduction video
Experiencing the relay

Three step demo with different decision problems

Enroll in demo
https://presto.tudelft.nl/demo
Code is M7I5V (capital I - not 1)

To return to demo
https://presto.tudelft.nl/demo
login and enter the PIN you received on enrolling
PrESTO instructor interface
Discussion

• General impression of relay way of working?
• Suggestions for improvement?
• Possibilities to apply relay?